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Objectives 

• Develop a better understanding of different learning styles, using the Dziuban/Long Learning Styles 
Model, in order to provide more effective and personalized supervision to staff and improve their 
department’s overall function  

• Broaden their understanding of how different personality types, professional discipline, and personal 
background may effect leadership effectiveness, with the intention of strengthening collaboration 
skills and interdepartmental relationships 

• Advance their knowledge of burn out and self-care, in order to model and encourage positive 
behaviors for students, colleagues and staff 

• Gain insight regarding their own supervision styles and self-care practices, so as to strengthen 
relationships with staff and colleagues  





TIMELINE ACTIVITY

DOB
Current 

AGE
DOD



Countertransference 
When we take on the psychological realities of 

our clients with no sense of clear boundaries 
between our experience and theirs 



• Sleep disturbances or insomnia.

• Irritability or depressed mood.

• Lack of patience.

• Lack of enthusiasm for things you 
once enjoyed.

• Estrangement from others.

• Increased startle response.

• Flashbacks.

• Intrusive thoughts.

• Fear and anxiety.

• Feelings of hopelessness.

• Fatigue.

• Difficulty separating work and 
personal time.

• Preoccupation with work.

• Lack of compassion toward others.

• Feelings of resentment.

• Increased use of vices (alcohol, drugs, 
gambling) to cope with everyday 
stressors.



Arenas of Burnout

• Professional

• Personal

• Social

• Physical 

• Variables affecting burnout:
• Age

• Under 30

• Gender
• Female 

• Professional seniority
• Higher positions 

• Family status
• Single 

• Level of education 
• Higher level of education 



Reducing vulnerabilities 

PHAULT

• Pain

• Hunger

• Anger

• Upset

• Lonely

• Tired





• https://youtu.be/1b6hUiEWep0

https://youtu.be/1b6hUiEWep0


Psychological Types 

• Carl Gustav Jung
• born July 26, 1875, Switzerland—died June 6, 1961

• Two classes of people according to attitude types:
• Extraverted 

• outward movement of psychic energy. 
• places more importance on objectivity and gains more influence from the surrounding environment 

than by inner cognitive processes.

• Introverted 
• most aware of his or her inner world. 
• more concerned with subjective appraisal and often gives more consideration to fantasies and 

dreams.

• Four functions of the mind
• Thinking
• Feeling
• Sensation
• Intuition







Students/Beginning Social Workers

•Fear/anxiety & performance pressure

•Overwhelmed by needs of the client

•Struggle with understanding & 
managing boundaries

•Struggle understanding role & goals

•Struggle with integrating own 
personality into the work (understanding 
use of self)

•Reactivity to client

•Disillusionment

•Struggles setting structure

Experienced Professional

• Developing an authentic and 
individualized approach to the work

• Tend to start looking outside of the SWK 
profession to more fully understand and 
expand their knowledge

• High level of supervisee autonomy-so 
how will supervision look now?

• Exploring leadership and other new 
roles 

• Questions policies and procedures 

Senior Professional

• Strong individualized and 
authentic approach to the work

• Possibly more impatient 

• Skeptical that anything new can 
really be added to the field

• Managing professional related 
loss & grief

• Death of professional elders

• Retirement 

Supervisor lead group supervision 
becomes more important

Individual Supervision VERY 
important

Peer lead supervision is a good 
way to engage the senior 

professional 

Common Developmental Themes 
(Bernard & Goodyear, 2004)



Energized & Self Starters

Quick to take action

Approach Anxiety

Strong Leaders

Self-Confident

High energy

Leaders

Tend to need approval

Self critical

Cautious

Less initiating 

More reactive & resistant to 
authority

Low energy  & want control

Under stress-withdraw

Reactive 

Sensitive to others

Wants your approval

Overextend

Dziuban/Long 
Learning 

Styles Model 

Aggressive 

Passive

Independent Dependent

Lots of positive 
feedback   & 

titrate 
challenges while 
providing praise 

for effort

Encourage 
proactivity & 

when showing 
independence 
give positive 

feedback 

Be direct, 
appeal to 

rational voice & 
encourage 
openness 

about feelings

Don’t get in 
their way and 

focus on 
coaching.  

Might need to 
slow them 

down.



Empathy
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4EDhdAHrOg

• https://youtu.be/1Evwgu369Jw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4EDhdAHrOg
https://youtu.be/1Evwgu369Jw


Tips for Successful Supervision

• Be a teacher not a cop

• Establish a positive working relationship with all  around you

• Have the tough, difficult conversations

• Commit to the success of supervisees

• Commit to your own growth
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